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be at any rate written by a different person from the first,
whoever the writers of both may be. Of this sonnet Praticelli
seems to state that he has seen it attributed in one MS. to
a certain Bicci Novello; and adds (but without giving any
authority) that it was addressed to some descendant of the'great
poet, also bearing the name of Dante. Sonnet III is pronounced
by Fraticelli to be of uncertain authorship, though if the first is
by Burchiello, so must this be. He also decides that the designa-
tion, 'Bicci, vocato Forese', shows that Forese was the nick-
name and Bicci the real name; but this is surely quite futile,
as the way in which the name is put is to the full as likely to be
meant in ridicule as ia earnest. Lastly, of Sonnet IY Fraticelli
says nothing.
It is now necessary to explain that Sonnet II, as I translate
it, is made up from two versions, the one printed by FiacchI
and the one given among Burchiello's poems ; while in one respect
I have adopted a reading of my own. I would make the first
four lines say—
Ben so che fosti figlhiol d'Alighieri:
Ed accorgomen pure alia vendetta
Che facesti di lui, si bella e netta,
Dell' avolin che die cambio Faltrieri.
Of the two printed tests one says, in the fourth line—
Dell* aguglin ched ei cambio Faltrieri;
and the other,
Degli auguglin. che die cambio Faltrieri.
Aguglino' would be ' eaglet', and with this, the whole
sense of the line'seems quite unfathomable : whereas at the same
time k aguglino ' would not be an unlikely corrupt transcription,
or even corrupt version, of ' avolino , which again (according
to the often confused distinctions of Italian relationships) might
well be a modification of ' avolo' (grandfather), meaning great-
uncle. The reading would thus be, ' La vendetta che facesti
di lui (i.e.) deW avolino che die cambio Faltrieri;' translated
literally, ' The vengeance which you took for him,—for your
great-uncle who gave change the other day.' Geri Aligbieri
might indeed have been said to ' give change' or ' pay scores ia
full' by his death, as he himself had been the aggressor in the
first instance, having slain one of the Sacchetti, and been after-
wards slain himself by another.
I should add that I do not think the possibility, however
questionable, of these sonnets being authentically by Dante

